Worried Rhodesian guerrillas have been mounting a series of attacks on white farmers in Southern Rhodesia. The guerrillas, who have been operating in the area for several weeks, have targeted farms in the region of Bulawayo and Matopos, where they have been known to operate with increased frequency.

The attacks have included raids on farms, looting of crops, and the burning of homes. The guerrillas have also been known to steal livestock and machinery from the farms, causing significant economic damage to the farmers. The attacks have caused widespread fear and anxiety among the local population.

The guerrillas have been operating in the region using a network of safe houses and hideouts, which they have established in the surrounding mountains. They have been known to use a variety of tactics, including ambushes, sniper fire, and booby traps, to disrupt the operations of the security forces.

The government has responded to the attacks with a strong show of force, deploying additional soldiers and police to the area. However, the guerrillas have been able to evade capture and continue their attacks with relative impunity.

The situation in the region has become increasingly tense, with farmers and their families living in constant fear of attack. The government has appealed to the guerrillas to cease their activities and return to peaceful negotiations, but so far, the protests have shown no signs of abating.
Takes

Gentry weds Stafford

LOF ANGELES (UPI) - Country singer Gentry, married "Take My Love," was made into a movie, unveil rom-com starring Gentry as a famous person named in Tuesday's issue. The couple has known each other for several years. They recently worked together in Los Angeles, Nev., where they will be returning in the future to work on their new sounds.

Gentry said the couple was inspired by the success of the duo, who is known for their hit song "Take My Love." They have been together for several years and have been planning their wedding for a while.

Ball sought for Vicious

NEW YORK (UPI) - New York's largest ballroom dance competition, the "International Ballroom Dance Championship," will be held this weekend, featuring dancers from around the world.

The event, which is the largest of its kind in the United States, has been held annually for the past 25 years. This year's competition will feature dancers from the United States, Canada, and other countries.

Parents - if you have children 8 & under let them draw a picture of Annie and me, An independent judge will choose 1 winner who will receive a $10 gift certificate from Bankers Life, a major sponsor of the competition.

The theme for this year's competition is "Goodyear" on me automatically! Please limit to 8½ x 11 and smallest. Must have pictures by Oct. 25th.
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N. Yemen army crushes 'abortive coup attempt'

The Yemeni government announced on Friday that it had crushed "an abortive coup" involving 300 men and 50 vehicles, including some tanks, which attempted to take over the presidential palace in the capital, Sana'a.

Yemeni President Ali Abdallah Saleh said in a statement that the coup attempt was "just another chapter in the long history of failed attempts by the Saudi and the Arab coalition to overthrow the Yemeni regime and occupy our country.

Saleh thanked the Arab states for their support and vowed to continue with his policies of unity and resistance against external threats.

Lebanese peace talks begin

Lebanese Premier Najib Mikati said on Friday that he would start talks with the Lebanese army to discuss the situation in the country, following last week's immediate cease-fire agreement between the army and the political forces.

Mikati said that the talks would be held immediately and that he expected to reach a "real" agreement that would help to resolve the crisis.

Namibia show down set

The Namibian government has announced that it will hold a referendum on the issue of the independence of the former South West Africa, now known as Namibia.

The referendum is scheduled for October and is expected to take place under the supervision of the United Nations.

The Namibian government said that the referendum is necessary to ensure that the people of Namibia have their say on the issue of independence.

EARN OVER $650 A MONTH RIGHT THROUGH YOUR SENIOR YEAR.

If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about, it's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C or short) and if you qualify, you can earn as much as $860 a month right through your senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School, you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school, but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training program. With unequalled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000 salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy (but we don't think you'll want to.)

Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a Navy representative called "a career counselor." Counselor.

Then, you'll receive your order, and you'll report for duty, following your last 30 days of school. After a brief, you'll report for duty, following your last 30 days of school. After a brief, you'll report for duty.
Aerosols get canned: There's still plenty to sweat about

The backlash of post-World War II packaging has been controversial. Aerosols, originally designed to substitute for expensive canning methods, were a triumph of technology. When they ran low, which they did predictably, they could be discarded. The innovation turned out not to be so turn. Pursuing the convenience principle, it became apparent that some substances discovered that it was better to have them in hand than to be without them. Therefore, aerosols, pop-dispensable cans, could be used for anything from cosmetics to colds medicine, from light cleaning to fire extinguishers. Aerosol cans are worth looking into, but there are drawbacks to this useful medium.

Aerosol cans always had their follicies of buying products they might need in the future. They were not designed for a lifetime of convenience, but rather for a lifetime of practicality. When they were used, they were generally discarded. This was because of the materials and energy wasted in convenience packaging. And as inflation increased, the price of a can of spray out of reach and, in many cases, consumers began to recognize the folly of buying products they had no intention of using. The aerosol can is on its way out.

Aerosol canfail to conform to the country's environmental standards. In April, the Environmental Protection Agency proposed strict limits on the concentrations of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) in aerosol propellants. The proposal, which would require a phase-out of the chemicals by 1980, has been criticized by many scientists as being too lenient. However, the proposal has been welcomed by those who believe that the CFCs are responsible for depleting the earth's ozone layer, which filters out damaging ultraviolet radiation.

The proposal has been met with mixed reactions. Some scientists have applauded the move, citing the potential for reducing the damage to the ozone layer. Others have criticized the proposal, arguing that it is too restrictive and would lead to higher costs for consumers. Despite these concerns, the proposal has been signed into law and is expected to take effect in the near future.

The proposal is one of many recent initiatives to address the issue of ozone depletion. In 1990, the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) established the Montreal Protocol, which called for a phase-out of CFCs and similar substances. The protocol was signed by 175 countries and has been hailed as a significant step in the battle against ozone depletion.

The proposal also has implications for the electronics industry, which uses CFCs in its manufacturing processes. The industry has been working to develop alternative technologies, and some companies have already reduced their use of CFCs. However, the transition to alternative technologies is expected to be slow and costly, and it may take several years before the industry can fully phase out CFCs.

In conclusion, while the proposal is a step in the right direction, it is important to remember that the battle against ozone depletion is ongoing. More work needs to be done to reduce our dependence on CFCs and other ozone-depleting substances. It is also important to support research into alternative technologies and to encourage the adoption of these technologies by industry. Only through collective action can we hope to protect the ozone layer and the health of our planet.
Ul music history prof builds music machines
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All Students are Invited to Attend the PARIETAL RULE OPEN FORUM

Phillips Auditorium, Room 100
TODAY 7 pm

The forum will be run on a question-answer format. Anyone interested in asking any question pertaining to the parietal rule is welcome to attend and have the question answered. If you have any questions about the parietal rule and can’t attend the forum, leave your questions at the Student Senate office, IMU, or call 353-5461.

Featured Forum Panel members

Dr. May Brodbeck, V.P. of Academic Affairs
Dr. Phillip Hubbard, V.P. of Student Services
Neil Ritchie; president, Collegiate Associations Council
Steve Sabin; president, Associated Residence Halls
Donn Stanley; president, Student Association Senate.

COME IF YOU ARE PRO OR CON
Sponsored by the Student Senate Housing Committee
It’s tough to be an art critic who likes everything.

IN APPRAISAL

Peter Frank

Since today art can be anything from 14th century tapestries to 33rd century sculptures to 9th century cutting boards to 14th century paintings, you can’t expect the critic to have a fair appraisal. Peter “Your critic Peter Frank said that during his brief stay in Iowa City, a town where art is both a way of life and a way of death, it was

At best the art-list enhances society by providing it with a mirror in which the future can be told, as well as the past and present. words sound a little silly that is something I don’t do. So I must say that if I am a little bit of a snob, the rest is true. That is why I said that the art-list is a useful tool.

Slapstick, parody: King’s Singers not stuffy

Frank usually

Mona

serves a variety of repertoire, thoroughly delightful male

seasoning of low-keyed humor. The group’s repertoire includes a wide variety of vocal literature. It needs much more than did their sophistication than that of the prominent groups, such as the past

singer described

lamentation recording of Poulenc’s “Laudes Deo,” rather than the usual fare, as the impression of Adams and his down-to-earth, non-pretentious, and expertly

Its

Two

the

The group also included a piece

Christmas is just around the corner

Start your shopping in Iowa City

John E. Engebretson of Autohaus, Inc., Iowa City gives Dave White his final check up in new Volkswagen Rabbit. Why did Dave White, peace officer, choose a Rabbit? 

Because the Rabbit is a quick hit! A Rabbit always gets its man (person). The Rabbit saves on fuel, as the split window provides a lot of gas. In short the Rabbit is efficient and economical. Isn’t that what you want? Never thought you’d see a Rabbit playing cop did you?

Autohaus INC

VOLKSWAGEN • PORSCHE • AUDI • MAZDA

Highway 6 Bypass, Iowa City

(Just West of K-Mart)

Phone: (319) 354-2550 for complete service.

Use DI Classifications

It's Bivouac's 8th Anniversary Sale all week long Featuring Our Annual PRE-SEASON SKI SALE

All Ski Equipment
& Selected Clothing

20% Off

All Down & Polargard COATS
20% Off

Savings in Women's Department

25-50% Off

Selected Men's Clothing

10-50% Off

10 - 3:30 T, W, F

9 - 9:30 M

Across from the Pentreign

KICKOFF

It's a must.

RABBIT PLAYING COP

Three more reasons why

Advanced Audio is the place
to buy a Cassette Deck

JVC KD 65 $299.95

JVC KD 25 $259.95

JVC KD 10 $200.00

The JVC Cassette Decks offer outstanding excellent performance in their price range. All feature S Peak

Reading LIDS, very accurate

Listening (down the KBD), but now

and flutter of 0.06 per cent and a
supreme balance of recording response

10 E. Benton

338-9838

10 - 3:30 T, W, F

9 - 9:30 M

Across from the Pentreign

Turntable Indexing
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A guide for the credit card user

Credit cards have become popular because they offer the user a number of advantages. They enable the consumer to avoid carrying cash or writing checks, and they can be used for paying for goods and services anywhere they are accepted. Credit cards can also be used to obtain cash for personal needs, and they can be used to obtain cash advances at any time, without going through the inconvenience of obtaining a loan.

However, credit cards can also be a source of trouble if not used properly. Many people use them irresponsibly, and this can lead to serious financial problems. It is important to understand how credit cards work, and to use them in a responsible manner. Credit cards can be a valuable tool if used properly, but they can also be a dangerous weapon if used improperly.

The TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION PROGRAM

Founded by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

Introduction to the Week

Participants will have an opportunity to see the success of the Transcendental Meditation (TM) program in a number of different countries. The program is designed to help people to relax and to reduce stress.

Eligibility: Applicants must be between the ages of 18 and 75. Applicants must also have a high school education or equivalent.

The TM Center at 1526 East Washington

Use DI Classifieds!

Pharmacy student to serve on council

A pharmacy student has been named to serve on the Student interns will be appointed by the pharmaceutical company. The council will meet once a year, and the student will serve a three-year term.

The treasurer of the council is responsible for seeing that all funds are properly accounted for. The treasurer will also be responsible for making sure that all financial records are kept accurate and up-to-date.

The Student Council is an important part of the college, and it plays a vital role in the education of its students. The council is responsible for seeing that the needs of its students are met, and it is also responsible for making sure that the college is providing a good education for its students.

The council is made up of students who are elected by their fellow students. The council is responsible for seeing that the needs of its students are met, and it is also responsible for making sure that the college is providing a good education for its students.
Congress passes tax cut bill

WASHINGTON (UPI) — In a big debate Tuesday night, 293 voting representatives, 147 voting senators and four absentees approved a $29.3 billion tax cut bill. It was the end of a long, acrimonious battle between Congress and President Carter.

The House and Senate approved the bill by large margins, 293 to 147, as Carter signed it into law. The measure was the third Congress has considered this year to lower taxes on individuals and businesses.

The bill would cut 1981 and 1982 personal income tax payments by $29.3 billion and businesses taxes by $5.8 billion. The cuts would be phased in during the next three years.

But House Democrats were unhappy with the bill, charging that it was a giveaway to the rich. The National Association of American Teachers accused the president of being "anti-education." The American Federation of Teachers said the measure was an "anti-union" bill.

The bill would cut personal income taxes by $24.5 billion in 1981 and $4.8 billion in 1982. The business tax cut would be $5.8 billion over three years.

The bill would reduce the top income tax rate from 70 percent to 50 percent, but only for incomes over $60,000. The standard deduction would be increased from $1,000 to $6,000.

The bill would also provide a $1,000 credit for individuals who pay agriculture and property taxes, a $2,000 credit for married couples and a $1,000 credit for single taxpayers.

The bill would also provide for a $1,000 business tax credit for small businesses and a $2,000 credit for individuals who purchase new homes.

The bill would increase the exemption for children and the elderly to $6,000 per child and $3,000 per elderly person.

Carter envisioned the tax cut as a way to stimulate economic growth and create jobs. But critics charged that the bill would benefit only the wealthy and would do little to help the poor.

Carter signed the bill into law Tuesday night, saying it was a "major step forward in the fight against inflation." He added that the bill would "help to reduce the federal budget deficit and aid the recovery of the economy."
Haden, Rams rally past Vikings, 34-17

By United Press International

The second half has been split between two teams. The Rams have been split on offense, with two different quarterbacks at the helm. The Vikings have been split on defense, with two different players at the helm.

The Rams, trailing 14-3 at halftime, scored three consecutive touchdowns in the second half. They took the lead with a 1-yard touchdown run by quarterback John David Crow in the third quarter. Crow then led the Rams on a 75-yard drive, capped by a 15-yard touchdown pass to tight end Charlie Waters in the fourth quarter. The Rams added a field goal in the final 12 minutes to secure the victory.

The Vikings, on the other hand, struggled offensively in the second half. They managed just one touchdown, a 3-yard run by running back Alvin Love in the third quarter.

With the victory, the Rams move to 4-3 on the season and keep pace with the league leaders. The Vikings fall to 3-4 and are now in the cellar of the division.

Scoreboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rams</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vikings</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Field hockey team splits matches

The team split their matches this weekend. They won 2-1 against their local rivals in the first match, but lost 1-3 in the second match against a more experienced team.

Paul runs to title: Iowa 7th at Purdue

As Paul has arrived to take on the role of director at the University of Iowa, he has been tasked with taking the team to the next level. This weekend, he led the team to a top 10 finish in both matches. The team has been building momentum and is looking to carry this into the conference championships.

Hawkeye basketball squad prepares for 78-79 season

Coach Fran McCaffery has put the team to work, with a focus on defense and improved ball handling. The team is looking to carry this momentum into the season opener against a tough conference opponent.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1. Like one's best (11)
2. Backup (5, 5)
3. Famous (4, 6)
4. Father (11)
5. Manager (11)
6. Manages; runs (6)
7. A teacher-critic (11)

DOWN

1. A teacher-critic (11)
2. Backup (5, 5)
3. Like one's best (11)
4. Famous (4, 6)
5. Manager (11)
6. Manages; runs (6)

SOLUTIONS:

ACROSS

1. Like one's best (11)
2. Backup (5, 5)
3. Famous (4, 6)
4. Father (11)
5. Manager (11)
6. Manages; runs (6)

DOWN

1. A teacher-critic (11)
2. Backup (5, 5)
3. Like one's best (11)
4. Famous (4, 6)
5. Manager (11)
6. Manages; runs (6)
Hawkeyes' second half explosion falls short, 22-20

By JON MYERS

MINNEAPOLIS — Before considering the football team's
defensive performance against Minnesota Saturday
afternoon at TCF Bank Stadium, the question was
whether the Gophers would take advantage of their
first quarter points or whether the Hawkeyes
would surge past them in the second half.

At halftime there was a 7-7 tie. By the time the
second quarter ended, the score was 14-10. The
Hawkeyes had the momentum.

"The score at halftime was 7-7," said Iowa
head coach Kirk Ferentz. "Our defense was
playing pretty well in the first half. We had done
a couple things on defense that we weren't doing a
couple things on offense. The defense had done a
good job of taking the opening drive away from
Minnesota. I felt like we had a chance to win the
game in the first half."

But the Hawkeyes were unable to bring the
score within a touchdown in the second half.

"I think it was a matter of execution. They
played better than we did in the second half,"
Ferentz said. "They had a good defensive game.
They were opportunistic and they made some
critical plays at the end."

The Hawkeyes' second half explosion fell
short of expectations.

"We had four or five opportunities to score,"
Ferentz said. "But we never scored.

The first touchdown of the game came from
Minnesota in the first quarter. The Hawkeyes
failed to score on their first two possessions.

"I think we had a couple opportunities in the
first quarter. We drove down and put together
some good drives in the first quarter. But we
never got over the hump," Ferentz said.

The Hawkeyes' lone score in the second half
came on a 27-yard field goal by coy Kooistra.

"I think it was a matter of execution. They
played better than we did in the second half,"
Ferentz said. "They had a good defensive game.
They were opportunistic and they made some
critical plays at the end."

The Hawkeyes' second half explosion fell
short of expectations.

"We had four or five opportunities to score,"
Ferentz said. "But we never scored.

The first touchdown of the game came from
Minnesota in the first quarter. The Hawkeyes
failed to score on their first two possessions.

"I think we had a couple opportunities in the
first quarter. We drove down and put together
some good drives in the first quarter. But we
never got over the hump," Ferentz said.

The Hawkeyes' lone score in the second half
came on a 27-yard field goal by coy Kooistra.
Women race to victory

DECATHLON CORPORATION

On the Line with the DI sports staff

Outsiders do not know who is going to make the most of the versatile offensive line in the game. So the answers are out there. No one picked Wisconsin, and most thought that Ohio State was better than Iowa. Now everyone seems to think that Iowa State is a better team than Ohio State.

The game was a classic, and the players were the stars. Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard threw the ball to running back Chris Davis for the first touchdown of the game. The second touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis. The third touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis.

The fourth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis. The fifth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis.

The sixth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis. The seventh touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis.

The eighth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis. The ninth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis.

The tenth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis. The eleventh touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis.

The twelfth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis. The thirteenth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis.

The fourteenth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis. The fifteenth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis.

The sixteenth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis. The seventeenth touchdown came on a pass from Iowa State quarterback Steve Hassard to wide receiver Mike Davis.
Yanks rip Los Angeles

NEW YORK (AP) - The New York Yankees have won three straight World Series games, one victory from another straight World Series.

The club was at its best straight again Wednesday night when it swept three Los Angeles Dodgers' pitchers to win 5-2.

Another pitching change in the Dodgers lineup was the first report of a probable return to Los Angeles.oth Los Angeles Dodgers earned the nickname "Daffiness"

The Dodgers should have turned things over to Beattie once. They apparently followed with a double play.

So far in the Series, Russell has had to face nine batters. He's giving it to the hitter who

Russell's glove has been a double play.

The Yankees have been giving it to the hitter who

ít...